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Abstract

Service-oriented software systems are becoming increasingly common in the world today
as big companies such as Microsoft and IBM advocate approaches focusing on assembly
of system from distributed services. Although performance of such systems is a big
problem, there is surprisingly an obvious lack of attention for evaluating the performance
o f enterprise-scale, service-oriented software systems.

This thesis investigates the application of statistical tools in performance engineering
domain for total quality management. In particular, the Taguchi approach is used as an
efficient and systematic way to optimize designs for performance, quality, and cost. The
aim is to improve the performance of software systems and to reduce application
development cost by assembling services from known vendors or intranet services.

The focus of this thesis is on the response time of service-oriented systems. Nevertheless,
the developed methodology also applies to other performance issues, such as memory
management and caching. The interaction problems of those issues are preserved for
future work.
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1 Introduction
To survive in a competitive market, suppliers of computer system need to either
maximize performance for a fixed range of price, or minimize cost for a given level of
functionality. Customers usually also use the same set of criteria to choose from different
systems. Performance analysis plays an important role in all stages in the life cycle of a
computer system. During the early stage of system design, performance analysis helps to
compare and determine design options. When a system is ready to be released,
performance analysis helps to decide its scale. Even end-users can use performance
analysis to determine if a system is functioning properly, and what could be the effects if
changes are made to the system’s configuration [3].

Business and industry are advancing to a new, “service-oriented” paradigm in attempt to
lower the cost of both the hardware and software. In this approach, a software system is
composed of a set of interacting services. Each service provides access to a pre
determined, well-defined collection of functionality. The software system itself is
designed with these services, and implemented to fulfill the interactions among them.
Evolution of software systems is accomplished by adding new services.

The following sections introduce the emerging paradigm of service-oriented software
systems and explain the motivation of this thesis. In addition, this chapter highlights the
contributions of this thesis to performance evaluation of service-oriented software
systems, and outlines the structure of the remaining chapters.

1.1 Motivation
In recent years, a new trend has attracted much of the attention in the software
engineering community. Researchers have started to investigate the approaches,
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processes, and tools that would eventually enable the assembly of large software systems
from independent, reusable collections of functionality. While some of the required
functionality may already be available from third party vendors or as in-house
implementations, the remaining functionality may need to be created from scratch. In all
cases, the entire system must be conceived and designed to bring together all these
elements into a single, coherent whole.

This concept has led to latest exercise in component-based development (CBD), which is
realized in technological approaches such as the Microsoft .Net platform and the Java 2
Enterprise Edition (J2EE) standards and supported by products such as IBM’s
WebSphere and Sun’s iPlant. In addition, enterprise systems have to coordinate
functionality operating on collections of hardware through interacting services. System
operations will typically be distributed across many machines to improve performance,
availability, and scalability. Each service provides access to a well-defined collection of
functionality. The system as a whole is designed and implemented as a set of interactions
among these services.

As a result, exposing functionality as services is the key to success. It allows other pieces
of functionality (perhaps themselves when implemented as services) to make use of other
services in a natural way regardless of their physical locations. A system evolves through
the addition of new services. This consideration results in service-oriented architecture
(SOA), which defines the component services, describes the interactions that fulfill
certain behavior, and maps the services into one or more implementations in specific
technologies.

While services encapsulate business functionality, some form of inter-service
infrastructure is required to facilitate service interactions and communication. Different
forms of infrastructure are possible as services may be implemented on a single machine,
distributed across a set of machines over a local area network, or distributed more widely
across several networks in different area. When the services use the Internet as the
communication mechanism, in particular, Web services share the characteristics of more

2
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general services, but they require special consideration as a result of using a public,
insecure, low-fidelity mechanism for inter-service interactions.

Much of the industry’s focus so far has been on the underlying technology for
implementing Web services and their interactions. However, additional concerns arise
around the question on the most appropriate way to design Web services for ease
assembly o f enterprise-scale solutions. Conversely, in spite of the performance problem
of such systems, there has been a surprising lack of attention for performance evaluation
on enterprise-scale, service-oriented software systems. The diversity of component
technologies and the ad-hoc property of vendor products create a great challenge to the
design o f technically sound and operationally efficient system architectures in the early
development stage.

Middleware enables both the integration of communication, processes and data and the
automation o f transaction capacity and systems management. It can provide reusable
service components but cannot guarantee their quality attributes, such as performance and
scalability. Therefore, most performance evaluation is currently done after the completion
o f system development, which is obviously not cost-effect.

1.2 Contribution
This thesis applies a statistical tool, i.e., the Taguchi approach, to optimize the design of
service-oriented systems for better performance, improved quality, and reduced cost. The
first contribution of this thesis is that it allows performance evaluation to be done in the
early stage of system development. Secondly, this approach pushes the consideration of
performance issues back to the design stage, leading to robust architecture design which
is insensitive to performance problems. Thirdly, this approach works with other
performance analysis theories and tools though currently Layered Queuing Network
Solver (LQNS) is used for performance analysis due to its wide application in
performance evaluation area. Fourthly, the focus of this paper is on the performance issue
of response time, but the developed methodology also applies to other issues such as

3
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memory management and caching. Finally, the methodology works well with both
homogeneous and heterogeneous services within a system.

1.3 Organization
After the general introduction given in Chapter 1, Chapter 2 discusses the main issues of
software performance engineering, and illustrates how to use Layered Queuing Model
(LQM) for performance analysis. Chapter 3 then explains the idea of service-oriented
architecture, and presents a comparison between component-based design and serviceoriented design. Afterwards, Chapter 4 gives the description of the Taguchi approach,
which is used in this thesis for performance optimization. Chapter 5 then discusses the
problem domain, and proposes a new approach to performance evaluation of serviceoriented software system. Details of performance evaluation of the Network File System
(NFS) implementation on the Linux operation system with the Taguchi approach is
presented in Chapter 6. Finally, Chapter 7 provides the conclusion and discussions of
future work.

4
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2 Software Performance Engineering

Software performance engineering (SPE) is the systematic process of planning and
evaluating the performance of a new software system throughout the life cycle of its
development. The goal is to enhance the responsiveness and usability of software systems
while preserving quality. SPE investigates design principles for creating responsive
software, studies data acquisition for evaluating system performance, develop procedures
for obtaining performance specifications, and produces general guidelines for choosing
the types o f evaluation at each of the development stages. It incorporates models for
representing and predicting performance as well as a set of analysis methods [27].
There are currently three techniques used for performance evaluation, i.e., measurement,
simulation, and analytic modeling. In comparison to measurement technique that involves
the construction and test of an operational system, simulation and analytic modeling
techniques uses a model of the system for evaluation. Since the measurement technique
applies only to existing systems and not suitable for performance evaluation in the early
stage of software development, the following comparison focuses on the techniques of
simulation and analytic modeling.

Analytic modeling uses relatively simple mathematical expressions to derive the
performance results for a system under evaluation. These expressions can usually be
solved quickly, producing results that help to explore the parameter space of a system.
However, many assumptions are often necessary to simplify analytical models, and these
simplifications may result in models that do not accurately represent the systems under
evaluation. The experience o f evaluating systems with analytic modeling shows that the
prediction error of response time typically ranges from 10% to 30%. This error range is
acceptable for a great number of applications.

Simulation also relies on a model of the system under evaluation. Once a model is
formulated at any point in the life-cycle of the product, a program is generated to
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simulate the evolution of events in the actual system in discrete time steps. The major
advantage o f simulation over analytic modeling is that it can be used to create very
detailed, thus potentially accurate models. On the other hand, very detailed models are
often time-consuming and difficult to design, code, debug, parameterize, and execute.

2.1 Performance Model
SPE deliberately uses simple software process models to create the simplest possible
analysis model to help identify problems in system architectures, designs, or
implementation plans. These models are easy to construct, and analysis of these models
provide feedback on whether the proposed software is likely to meet performance goals.
As the software development proceeds, the models are refined to represent more closely
the performance of the software under development.

The precision of analysis models depends on the estimation quality of resource
requirements. Because software architectures are difficult to estimate, SPE uses adaptive
strategies, such as upper- and lower-bounds estimates or best- and worst-case analysis to
manage uncertainty. For example, when there is a high uncertainty about resource
requirements, analysts use the upper and lower bounds to estimate these quantities, and to
predict the best-case and worst-case performance based upon the estimates. If the
predicted best-case performance cannot fit in with the requirement, they seek feasible
alternatives. If the worst case prediction is satisfactory, software development proceed to
the next stage. Otherwise, analysts identify those critical components whose resource
estimates have the greatest impact, and try to obtain more precise data for these
components. Higher precision can be achieved through a variety of techniques, for
example, by further refining the architecture, constructing more detailed models,
constructing performance prototypes, or measuring resource requirements for key
components.

To assess software system architectures, two types of models can be used. They are the
software execution model and the system execution model. The software execution
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model represents key aspects of software execution behavior. It uses execution graphs to
represent workload scenarios. Nodes in an execution graph represent functional
components of the software, and arcs represent control flow. The graphs are hierarchical,
with nodes at the lowest level containing complete estimation information of resource
requirements. Solving the software model produces a static analysis of the mean, bestcase, and worst-case response times. This type of model characterizes only the resource
requirements of the proposed software, with no consideration given to other workloads,
multiple users, or delays due to contention for resources. In the absence of these
additional performance determining factors, there is no need to construct more
sophisticated models if the predicted performance is unsatisfactory. In general, software
execution models are sufficient to identify performance problems due to poor
architectural decisions.

If the software execution model indicates that there are no problems, analysts proceed to
construct and solve the system execution model. This is a dynamic model that
characterizes software performance in the presence of factors including other workloads
or multiple users that could cause contention of resources. The software execution model
produces input parameters for the system execution model. Solving the system execution
model provides the following additional information:
•

More precise metrics that account in resource contention;

•

Sensitivity of performance metrics to variations in workload composition;

•

Effect of new software on service level objectives of other systems;

•

Identification o f bottleneck resources; and

•

Comparative data on options for improving performance via: workload changes,
software changes, hardware upgrades, and various combinations of each.

The system execution model represents key computer resources as a network of queues.
Queues represent components of the environment that provide certain processing services,
such as processors or network elements. Environment specifications provide device
parameters, such as CPU size and processing speed. Workload parameters and service
requests for a software system come from the resource requirements obtained from the
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software execution model. The evaluation results of the system execution model identify
potential bottleneck devices with software components.

The development of the software proceeds to the next stage if results obtained from the
system execution model indicate that the performance is likely to be satisfactory.
Otherwise, these results provide a quantitative basis for reviewing the proposed
architecture and for evaluating alternatives. Feasible alternatives can be evaluated based
upon their cost-effectiveness. If there are no feasible, cost-effective alternatives,
performance goals need to be revised to reflect this reality.

The above discussion outlines the steps in one architecture-evaluation cycle of the SPE
process. These steps repeat throughout the development process. At each phase, the
models are refined based on the more detailed design, and analysis objectives are revised
to reflect the concerns that exist for the particular phase.

Most of the work in software engineering is concerned with stochastic modeling of
systems during their design. In other words, researchers focus on modeling the
abstraction of the target systems. The advantages of modeling include:
•

Estimates are made where a system does not exist yet or is too costly to buy to
monitor.

•

The workloads made possible by a model may not be easy to generate on a real
system.

•

Almost any type of measures can be generated from models, which cannot be
achieved by monitoring an existing system.

•

A model can test those conditions that could damage the real system.

Analysis models produce the estimates of a set of values about the system under
evaluation with a given set of execution conditions. These conditions may be fixed
permanently in the model, or set at runtime with free variables or parameters of the model.
Varying the input values indicates how the outputs vary with changing conditions.
Typical representations used for performance models include queuing networks (QN),
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Petri nets, and a variety of proprietary simulation languages and notations. Among them,
QN model and related extension are widely adopted by researchers.

Queuing Network Model
In 1971, Buzen proposed system modeling with Queuing Network (QN) model and
published some efficient algorithms [71]. The model is constructed from information on
the computer system configuration and measurements of resource requirements for each
of the workloads modeled. Figure 2.1 illustrates the QN model with four queues
including CPU queue, database queue, SCSI disk array and disk array. This technique has
ever since been used to represent computer system performance. QN models with some
restrictions are called product-form models. A product-form model has computationally
efficient solutions such as Mean Value Analysis. In a product-form QN model, a request
is not allowed to simultaneously hold more than one resource. This scenario is referred to
as simultaneous resource possession. Examples of simultaneous resource possession
include limited multiprogramming due to memory capacity, channel contention, lock
contention in DB system, and Remote Procedure Call (RPC).

ci»u

SCS!

D

»~TTTry-»

Figure 2.1: Typical queuing network
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The Layered Queuing Network Model
LQN was developed as an extension of the well-known QN model independently at first
in [6, 7, 14] and then as a joint effort [5]. The LQN toolset presented in [5] includes both
simulation and analytical solvers. LQN extends the QN model to reflect interactions
between client and server processes. The processes can be shared devices and software
servers. It combines the contention of both software and hardware component, such as
processors, disks, networks. The main difference of LQN with respect to QN is a server
that receives client request and blocks client process in the service queue. The server can
also be a client to other servers from which it requires nested services while serving its
own clients. In each layer of LQN, there can be contention and queuing delay. The
successive two layers form a potential sub-model of QN and the model is solved by Mean
Value Analysis (MVA) techniques. In particular, to solve the problem in the system
being modeled caused by nested calling patterns, MVA techniques partition the input
layered queuing network model into a set of smaller MVA sub models, and then iterate
among these sub models until convergence in waiting times.
The performance behavior of LQN can be estimated by either Method of Layer (MOL) or
Stochastic Rendezvous Network (SRN). The solution of MOL/SRN algorithm depends
on the client/server communication types. These communication types, including service
resident time expression, service/device utilization expression, and demand expression,
are server type specific. Different client/server interaction types have different
expressions, and they have to be provided by the user to implement the algorithm.

The following are the steps to using LQN model as the analytical model:
1. Analyze the architecture of the system under test and map it to LQN model.
2. Determine the client/server interaction type, such as single server, multi-server,
Rendezvous server, Multiple-Entry server, and SYNC server.
3. Apply a proper MVA algorithm to get the expression according to step 2.
4. Determine the metrics for measurement.
5. Obtain the value for metrics in step 4.
6. Implement MOL/SRN algorithm and get the output.

10
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7. Evaluate the modeled results by comparing them with the measurements from real
application or simulation.
8. Vary the parameter values to do 'what-if' prediction and analysis.

The Method of Layers
The Method of Layers has been used to predict the performance of systems represented
by LQNs. It solves LQNs by decomposing the network into a set of two levels MVA sub
models. One level is for software, and the one for devices. The two combines to provide
the estimation results of the system performance. Shown below is the algorithm from
Rolia's Ph.D. thesis [6].
The Method of Lavers
Initialize the response time estimates for groups
Assuming no device or serving group contention
WHILE successive group response time estimates have not reached a fixed point DO
WHILE successive group response time estimates have not reached a fixed point DO
FOR software sub-model 1 = L - 1 down to 1 DO
Solve the sub-model using Linearizer with the following residence time
expressions: FCFS, Rendezvous, Multiple-Entry, Multiple-Server, SYNC &
DELAY
Update the sub-model’s group response time and utilization estimates.
END FOR
END WHILE
Solve the device contention model using Linearizer with the following residence time
expressions: DELAY, PS, FCFS, LIFO, HVFCFS and PPR.
Update the group response time and device utilization estimates.
END WHILE
Figure 2.2: Sketch of the method of layers algorithm

The purpose of MOL is to find a fixed balance point of the predicted group idle times and
utilizations so that each group in the model has the same throughput and the average
service time from the callers of the group equals to its average response time. At this
balance point, the results of MVA calculations give the approximated performance
measures for the system under evaluation. In comparison to SRN, MOL doesn't need the
second phase o f service or tasks. It has strict layering of server that allows the servers to
use servers in the next layers only.

11
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Stochastic Rendezvous Network Model
The Stochastic Rendezvous Network (SRN) model [7] extends the queuing networks to
model the system with rendezvous delay. Client-server systems with RPC calls cannot be
modeled by classic queuing network model due to the restriction to use one resource at a
time. SRN includes two phases, the included services in the first phase and a second
phase of services. The client with a RPC call blocks until the first phase while the server
totally works on its own during the second phase and cannot receive a new request. The
representation of a SRN model is an acyclic graph consisting of tasks, entries, and arcs.
The tasks in the graph represent the hardware and software objects. The entries on a task
represent the services with different performance parameters provided by the task. When
there is an arc between task 1 and task 2, it symbolizes a call from entry 1 on task 1 to
entry 2 on task2. There are algorithms to transfer SRN entry graphs, in which arcs
representing callings between entries, to SRN task request graphs, in which arcs
representing callings between tasks.

To solve the SRN model, the first step is to construct a set of sub models, each of which
consists o f only one server and a set of clients together with their surrogate delays. The
clients in each sub model can be identified by searching for all callers to the particular
server. These identified clients are treated as unique routing chains with populations
based on the number of instances of the client task. The number of instances is one for
single-threaded tasks, and becomes the maximum number of active threads at one time
for multithreaded tasks. The next step is to apply one-step MVA to each of the sub
models. A variation o f the Bard-Schweitzer MVA approximation is used with the waiting
time expression. Queue lengths are computed using arrival instant probabilities.
Throughput results from each sub model are then used to adjust the surrogate delays in all
of the other sub models. These solution steps iterate among all the sub models until
convergence criteria are met.

The SRN model is at a higher level of abstraction than the Petri Net. Queuing and
synchronization involving inter task messages are implicit. However, the SRN model has
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a limited capability of expression. The behavior of the system is modeled as a task that
provides service to requests in a queue. The SRN model has difficulty expressing the
inter task protocol. The Petri Net, in comparison, is a state-based model. It has the
capability to capture logic interactions that cannot be expressed in SRN. Petri Net still
has the problem of state exploration.

2.2 Performance from UML and RT-UML
The Unified Modeling Language (UML) is widely adopted as a useful tool for modeling
the functional characteristics of an object-oriented software system, but its current
version lacks quantifiable notations of time and resource usage. In order to cover the
application in the real-time (RT) and embedded domain, RT-UML has been proposed by
a working consortium of Object Management Group (OMG) member companies, and has
been adopted as an OMG standard.

RT-UML is not an extension to the UML Meta model, but a set of domain profiles for
UML. The basic idea is to import the characteristics from UML annotations in such a
way that various analysis techniques are able to exploit the provided features. The
imported characteristics are relative to the target domain viewpoint, such as performance,
real-time, and concurrency. In fact, RT-UML is not designed as a specific analysis
method, but as a means to provide a single unifying framework that encompasses the
existing analysis methods with enough flexibility for different specifications. It is
partitioned into a number of sub-profiles.

In the past a few years, several methods have been proposed to generate performance
evaluation models by adding suitable performance annotation to UML diagrams. They
produced different target models, including Petri nets and QNs. Meanwhile, the growing
interest in Software Analysis (SA) has initiated the effort to encompass the SA concepts
into the generation o f performance models. The main focus is on introducing
organizational performance of software systems into components and patterns of
interaction. In all these methods, the targeted performance model is a QN model. Since
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the standard of the Performance Analysis (PA) profile of RT-UML becomes available
only recently, there are very few methods dealing with RT-UML based software systems.

The first attempt to use the recently adopted standard UML performance profile is
presented in [42]. This paper proposes a graph grammar-based method for the automatic
transformation o f a UML model annotated with performance information into a Layered
Queuing network (LQN) performance model. The LQN structure is generated from the
high level SA that shows the architectural patterns used in the system, and from
Deployment Diagrams that indicate the allocation of software components to hardware
devices. The LQN model parameters are derived from information relative to key
performance scenarios.
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3 Service-Oriented Architecture

There has been a huge pressure from the clients and stakeholders to make the
development cycle o f software systems shorter and shorter. In some sense, applications
can never be “done”. The best to do is to develop software systems that are “sufficient for
now”. Continuous improvements and enhancements are inevitable as new requirements
and new features become apparent. This style of development is in contrast strongly with
the traditional models of software development that involves large teams of developers.

This new style of software development places new requirements on the software
development framework. As components in such systems are changing constantly, the
framework has to allow loose coupling between components. Changes or enhancements
to server components should not lead to any modification, recompilation, or even
notification of client code unless there is a significant change in requirements
specification. In many cases, operational clients should not even be restarted. Such loosecoupling of distributed components reduces coordination overhead, promoting faster
parallel development.

The framework should also support rapid prototyping and easy transition from prototype
to production. This transition often means moving a component to a different machine
and operating system, and/or reimplementation of the component in a more efficient
language. It may also mean replicating components responsible for performance
bottlenecks or improving quality of service, and employing meta-structures for load
balancing across them and caching their results.

Finally, the framework should be light-weight in terms of execution speed, code base,
and memory footprint. For complex applications comprising hundreds of computing
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services scattered across a LAN or Internet, it is vital that interactions between
components must be efficient and extensible.

The following sections o f this chapter describe the basic ideas and related terminology of
service-oriented architecture as it was created to address the requirements outlined above.
A comparison between service-oriented architecture and component-based architecture is
also provided with an example.

3.1 Overview of Service-Oriented Architecture
In essence, a service-oriented architecture (SOA) is a way of designing software systems
to provide services to either end-user applications or other services through published and
discoverable interfaces. In many cases, services provide a better way to expose discrete
business functions. Therefore, SOA becomes an excellent way to develop applications
that support business processes. A general definition of services can be given below [93]:

A service is generally implemented as a coarse-grained, discoverable software
entity that exists as a single instance and interacts with applications and other
services through a loosely coupled (often asynchronous), message-based
communication model.

The terminology used in services is to a large extent much similar with the terminology
used in component-based software development. There are specific terms used to define
elements within Web services, as shown in Figure 3.1 below.
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Figure 3.1: Service Terminology

Service: A logical entity; the contract defined by one or more published interfaces.
Service provider: The software entity that implements a service specification.
Service requestor: The software entity that calls a service provider. Traditionally, this is
termed a “client”; however, a service requestor can be an end-user application or
another service.
Service locator: A specific kind of service provider that acts as a registry and allows for
the lookup of service provider interfaces and service locations.
Service broker: A specific kind of service provider that can pass on service requests to
one or more additional service providers.

This description of services, and the context of their use, imposes a series of constraints.
Furthermore, efficient use of services suggests a few better, high-level practices. Listed
below are some key characteristics for effective use of services:

Coarse-grained: Operations on services are frequently implemented to encompass more
functionality and operate on large data sets, compared with component-interface
design.
Interface-based design: Services implement separately defined interfaces. The benefit of
this is that multiple services can implement a common interface and a service can
implement multiple interfaces.
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Discoverable: Services need to be found at both design time and run time, not only by
unique identity but also by interface identity and by service kind.
Single instance: Unlike component-based development, which instantiates components
as needed, each service is a single, always running instance that a number of clients
communicate with.
Loosely coupled: Services are connected to other services and clients using standard,
dependency-reducing and decoupled message-based methods such as XML document
exchanges.
Asynchronous: In general, services use an asynchronous message passing approaches;
however, this is not required. In fact, many services will use synchronous message
passing at times.

Although some of these criteria, such as interface-based design and discoverability, are
also used in component-based development, it is the sum total of these attributes that
distinguishes a service-based application from an application developed using component
architectures such as a J2EE or .Net.

3.1.1 Interface-based Design
In both component- and service-oriented development, the design of interfaces is done in
such a way that a software entity implements and exposes a key part of its definition.
Therefore, the notion and concept of “interface” is the key to a successful design in both
component-based and service-oriented systems. The following are some key interfacerelated definitions:
Interface: Defines a set of public method signatures, logically grouped but providing no
implementation. An interface defines a contract between the requestor and provider of
a service. Any implementation of an interface must provide all methods.
Published interface: An interface that is uniquely identifiable and made available
through a registry for clients to dynamically discover.
Public interface: An interface that is available for clients to use but is not published, thus
requiring static knowledge on the part of the client.
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Dual interface: Frequently interfaces are developed as pairs such that one interface
depends on another; for example, a client must implement an interface to call a
requestor because the client interface provides some callback mechanism. This
concept was introduced by Web services.

]

AconmtManagement
{published}
ContactManagernent
{published}

CRM

Systems Management

Q

ManagementService

Figure 3.2: Implemented Services

Figure 3.2 shows the UML definition of a customer relationship management (CRM)
service. It is represented as a UML component that implements three interfaces
AccountManagement, ContactManagernent, and SystemsManagement. Only the first two
are published interfaces, and the third is a public interface. In particular, the
SystemsManagement interface and the ManagementService interface form a dual
interface. The CRM service can implement any number of such interfaces. A service (or
component) is able to behave in multiple ways depending on the client, which allows for
great flexibility in the implementation of behaviors. It is even possible to provide
different or additional services to specific classes of clients. In some run-time
environments such a capability is also used to support different versions of the same
interface on a single component or service.

3.1.2 Interface Behavior
An interface definition in languages such as Java or C#, or in languages such as IDL,
only provides a set o f method signatures. The definition provides the “what” without any
guidance on the “how.” For example, given the Security interface in Figure 3.3, it seems
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to be apparent that the clients calling an implementation of this interface are able to call
any of three public methods.

^interfaces

Security
+ Logonllser ( [in] UID : String r [in ] token : Token )
+ GetUserName ( ) : String
+ GetUserDomain ( ) : String

Figure 3.3: Interface in UML

By simply defining the “what”, it is unclear if the client is unable to call GetUserName ( )
or GetUserDomain ( ) until the user has logged on. The following state machine
demonstrates this dependency, or behavior. This kind of constraint is often included in
literature on interface-based design, but is not supported in any programming languages.
It becomes difficult to ensure that the implementer of an interface is compliant with any
behavioral specification.
Created

■t? Log on User
User Logged On

■t? GetUserDomain

Figure 3.4: Interface behavior

Nevertheless, businesses are still moving towards service-oriented systems, hoping that
these systems can be easily integrated and choreographed to realize business processes
through collaborations o f services. As a result, the notion of defining the behavior of an
interface and, more importantly, the behavior of sets of related interfaces has received
increasing attention from the industry. Unfortunately, there are currently few standard
approaches to achieve this goal.
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One approach is to use design models defined in a standardized language such as the
UML to document the interdependencies between service interfaces. Such models can be
shared, socialized, and used to drive specific standards when they emerge. In addition,
the Rational Company has sponsored the Reusable Asset Specification (RAS), which
provides a mechanism for packaging and sharing assets that could be applied to solve this
problem. For example, when using the RAS mechanism to distribute the details of a
service, behaviors can be packaged into the model description as well. Within such a
model, a sequence diagram may then be used to show the required interaction between
the calls to the interface.

3.2 Architecting Service-Oriented Systems
In software development, it is risky to assume that the same techniques and tools that
worked with previously completed projects will also work for a new project. For software
development with components or services, the two approaches share some similar
concepts, but they are actually different as they use different design criteria and design
patterns. The discussion given below in this section points out an important practical
consequence, i.e., not every good component transformed into a service makes a good
service.

3.2.1 Layering Application Design
It has been a tendency to solve new problems with outdated solutions. As developers
begin to create component-based systems, they have tried to reuse their experience with
object-oriented development on similar problems. It is true that object-oriented
technology and languages are good in implementing components. However, there are
always trade-offs made through decisions and implementation in regarding to inheritance
vs. aggregation for implementing polymorphic behavior, or redesigning class libraries for
them to be used in sets of components rather than as the base for a monolithic C++
application.
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Similarly, components are the best way to implement services. However, an exemplary
component-based application does not necessarily make an exemplary service-oriented
application. Once the role played by services in application architecture is understood,
there is a great opportunity to leverage component developers and existing components in
a company. The key to making this transition is to realize that a service-oriented
approach implies an additional application architecture layer. Figure 3.5 demonstrates
how technology layers can be applied to application architecture to provide more coarse
grained implementations as one gets closer to the consumers of the application. The term
that refers to this part o f the system is “the application edge,” reflecting the fact that a
service constitutes an external view of a system, with internal reuse and composition of
traditional component design.

Service Layer

Component Layer

Object/Class Layer

Figure 3.5: Application Implementation Layers

In the past, the move from object-oriented to component-based thinking had taken
somewhere between 6 and 18 months for developers to learn about this new technology
and the requirements that it placed on them. In a similar way, the move from componentoriented to service-oriented systems requires developers to understand the challenges,
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trade-offs, and design decisions that would allow the development and reuse of
components in support o f service-oriented applications.

2.2.2 Example Customer Model
The following discussion uses an example to explain how components and services
interact to realize an application. The logical model of an information management
system is given in Figure 3.6 by a UML class diagram, which shows only public
attributes without any behaviors of the system. In the process of transcribing such a
logical model into an implementation model for component-based applications and then
for service-based applications, it will become clear that many of the translation steps can
be automated. Rational Software, in fact, has tools to model the architecture of
applications, to harvest and apply patterns, and to manage model/code artifacts through
the complete life cycle of development.

Contact
+ Notes : string
+ Subject: string

+ Appointments

4- Location : string

+ Mobile : string
+ Phene : string + Contacts
+ Name : string

+ Fax: string
+ Phone : string
+ AccountState : string
+ Address : string
+ Name : string

Figure 3.6: Logical Customer Model

3.2.3 A Component-based Design
A component-based model for the design is presented in Figure 3.7. It is obtained by
applying a common design pattern to construct the interfaces for existing component
platforms. The design pattern indicates that two operations must be provided for each
attribute in the analysis class — one operation to set the value and the other to return the
value. The overhead of a method call is negligible for local components, and the
optimization of Remote Procedure Call (RPC) has the mechanism to minimize overhead
for remote objects. In many applications the client only needs a subset of the properties
and so can access them as needed.
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Figure 3.7: Generic component diagram

2.2.4 A Service-Oriented Design
Each component instance in a component implementation represents a single object. For
instance, each individual contact in the example logically becomes a separate component.
Component identification is tied up with the identification of contacts in componentbased design. In service-oriented design, however, a single instance manages a set of
resources, and services are stateless for most o f the time. It means that a service should be
treated as a manager object that can create and manage instances of a type, or a set of
types. This yields a common pattern in distributed systems in which state persists for
transfers between components. This design pattern makes use of value objects to
represent the instance state, which in fact simply serializes the states of objects. This
serialization in turn defines the rules that determine how to transform a component
definition into a service.

This transport o f state from a provider to a requestor needs only a single large operation,
rather than a large number of small operations to retrieve the states of a component. The
concentration o f operations provides the much needed help for remote services over the
network, especially when the behavior of requestors has to deal with large value objects.
Furthermore, the serialization of states allows a requestor to accept copies of states of a
certain entity with conditions. In some applications, such as stock quote or weather
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forecast, it is possible that the received service is out of date due to problems with
internet connection. In such cases, services are only conditional acceptable. This
conditional acceptance also applies to the type of received data because, for example,
stock quote data becomes stale faster than weather data.
«ValueObJect»
A ccount
+
+
+
+
+

^interface®
A ccounts

N am e: String
Address: String
AecountState: String
Phone: String
Fax: String

+
+
+
+
+

^interface*

«ValueObJect»

Contacts

Contact

|
+
+
+
+
+

+ N am e: String
+ Phone: String
+ Mobile: String

«ValueObject»
Appointment
+
+
+
+

ApptDate: DateTime
Location: String
Subject: String
Notes: String

CreateAccount { )
DeleteAccount ( )
GetAccount { )
UpdateAccouflt { )
GetConfactsFbrAceount ( )

CreateCorrtact ( )
updateCorttect ( )
GetCorrtact ( )
DeieteContact { )
GetAppointmentsForContact (

«Service»

MyCustomersSvc

interface®
A ppointm ents

<--------------- :
+
+
+
+

CreateAppointinent ( )
Gettptwintmerf ( }
UpdateAppointment { )
DeteteAppointment ( )

Figure 3.8: Generic service-oriented design

The model fragment in Figure 3.8 shows the interfaces published by the component and
the value objects that the interface manipulates. It demonstrates how this design pattern
can used at the design level. In the design example, there is a large amount of information
passed in the value objects. It is different from designing a simple operation for a given
interaction from the provider, MyCustomerSvc, to a requestor. The latter will affect
network bandwidth.

Given the nature of Web services, it is clear that the protocols used in service-oriented
implementation differ greatly from those used in component-based implementations. A
service-oriented platform places an additional burden on the architects or information
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engineer, and forces them to carefully choose the value objects and their composition as
an effort to maximize the content of each value object and not to overload the network.
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4 The Taguchi Approach
The quality engineering methods developed by Dr. Taguchi is one of the most important
statistical tools o f total quality management (TQM) for designing high quality systems at
reduced cost [31]. By employing design of experiments (DOE), Taguchi methods provide
an efficient and systematic way to optimize designs for performance, quality, and cost.
Taguchi methods have been successfully used in Japan and the United States for the
design o f reliable, high quality products at low cost in such areas as automobiles and
consumer electronics. However, these methods are just beginning to see application in the
software industry. This chapter is going to present an overview of the Taguchi methods
for improving quality and reducing cost and its role in identifying cost sensitive design
parameters.

4.1 Taguchi on quality
The common definitions of quality have been concentrating on aspects such as "being
within specifications," "zero defects," or "customer satisfaction." These definitions
neither offer a method to obtain quality nor pay enough attention to the relationship
between quality and cost. According to Bryne and Taguchi, "the quality of a product is
the (minimum) loss imparted by the product to the society from the time product is
shipped". [31] This holistic view of quality relates quality to cost, and therefore provides
a guidance to both the manufacturer at the time of production and the customer and
society as a whole. It associates economic loss with losses due to rework, waste of
resources during manufacture, warranty costs, customer complaints and dissatisfaction,
time and money spent by customers on failing products, and eventual loss of market
share.

Figure 4.1 illustrates the relationship between the loss function and specification limits.
When a critical quality characteristic deviates from the target value, it causes a loss. In
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other words, variation from target is the antithesis of quality. Quality simply means no
variability or very little variation from target performance. An examination of the loss
function shows that variability reduction or quality improvement helps to reduce cost.
Lowest cost can only be achieved at zero variability from target. Continuously pursuing
variability reduction from the target value in critical quality characteristics is the key to
achieving high quality at reduced cost.

Quality
i(y ) Loss
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(a)Step Function
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(h) Quadratic loss
function
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Products that meet tolerances also inflict quality loss
( c ) I S I i S ig m a 2002

m: target value for a critical product characteristic
+/- Ao: allowed deviation from the target
Ao: loss due to a defective product

Figure 4.1: The Quadratic Loss Function

4.2 Achieving variability reduction: quality by design
Taguchi's quadratic loss function for the first time allows design engineers to actually
calculate the optimum design based on cost analysis and experimentation with the design.
In his approach, Taguchi emphasizes the need of pushing quality back to the design stage
since inspection and statistical quality control can never fully compensate for a bad
design. The design o f any product/process should be insensitive or robust to factors that
causes quality problems. Consequently, system design, parameter design, and tolerance
design have been identified as the three steps to ensure quality by constructing proper
designs [89].
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4.2.1 System Design
System design is the conceptual design stage, in which scientific and engineering
expertise is applied to develop new and original technologies. It involves the
development of a system to function under an initial set of nominal conditions. Actually,
quality engineering techniques do not focus on this stage. Since it is not possible to study
all potential systems (unless computer simulations are performed), Taguchi suggests that
engineers select one, or a few, concepts for development.

4.2.2 Parameter Design
After the system architecture has been chosen, the next phase is parameter design. The
objective in this phase is to select the optimum levels for the controllable system
parameters so that the product will be functional, will exhibit a high level of performance
under a wide range of conditions, and will be robust against noise factors that cause
variability. Figure 4.2 provides a brief overview of the process that follows Taguchi's
approach to parameter design. The details of these steps are briefly described as follows:
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Determine the Quality Characteristic
to be Optimized

Identify the Noise Factors
and Test Conditions

Identify the Control Factors
and their Alternative Levels

Design the Matrix Experiment and
Define the Data Analysis Procedure

Conduct the Matrix Experiment

Analyze the Data and determine
Optimum Levels for Control Factors

Predict the Performance at
These levels

Figure 4.2: Flowchart o f the Taguchi Method

1) Determine the Quality Characteristic to be optimized
The first step in the Taguchi method is to determine the quality characteristic that should
be optimized. The quality characteristic is a parameter whose variation has a critical
effect on product quality. It is the output or the response variable to be observed.

2) Identify the Noise Factors and Test Conditions
The next step is to identify the noise factors that may have a negative impact on system
performance and quality. Noise factors are those parameters that are either uncontrollable
or are too expensive to control. Noise factors include variations of operating conditions in
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environment, deterioration of components with usage, and variation between products of
same design with the same input.

3) Identify the Control Parameters and Their Alternative Levels
The third step is to identify the control parameters that have significant effects on the
quality characteristic. Control (test) parameters are the adjustable and maintainable
design factors. The levels (test values) for each of the test parameters must be chosen at
this point. The numbers o f levels and their associated test values for all test parameters
define the experimental region.

4) Design the Matrix Experiment and Define the Data Analysis Procedure
The fourth step is to design the matrix experiment and define the data analysis procedure.
First, the appropriate orthogonal arrays for the noise and control parameters to fit a
specific study are selected. Taguchi provides many standard orthogonal arrays and
corresponding linear graphs for this purpose. After selecting the appropriate orthogonal
arrays, a procedure to simulate the variation in the quality characteristic due to the noise
factors needs to be defined. The diversity of noise factors are then studied by crossing the
orthogonal array of control factors by an orthogonal array of noise factors.

5) Conduct the Matrix Experiment
The fifth step is to conduct the matrix experiment and record the results. The Taguchi
method can be used in any situation where there is a controllable process. The
controllable process can be an actual hardware experiment, systems of mathematical
equations, or computer models that can adequately model the response of many products
and processes.

6) Analyze the Data and Determine the Optimum Levels
After the experiments have been conducted, the optimal test parameter configuration
within the experiment design must be determined. To analyze the results, the Taguchi
method uses a statistical measure of performance called signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio
borrowed from electrical control theory. The S/N ratio developed by Dr. Taguchi is a
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performance measure to choose control levels that best cope with noise. The S/N ratio
takes both the mean and the variability into account. In its simplest form, the S/N ratio is
the ratio o f the mean (signal) to the standard deviation (noise). The S/N equation depends
on the criterion for the quality characteristic to be optimized.

7) Predict the Performance at These Levels
Using the Taguchi method for parameter design, there is no need to relate the predicted
optimum setting to one o f the rows of the matrix experiment. This is often the case when
highly ffactioned designs are used. Therefore, as the final step, an experimental
confirmation is run using the predicted optimum levels for the control parameters being
studied.

4.2.3 Tolerance Design
When parameter design is not sufficient for reducing the output variation, the last phase
is tolerance design. Narrower tolerance ranges must be specified for those design factors
whose variation imposes a large negative influence on the output variation. To meet these
tighter specifications, better and more expensive components and processes are usually
needed. As a result, tolerance design increases costs of production and operations.

In summary, the Taguchi method emphasizes pushing quality back to the design stage,
seeking to design a product/process that is insensitive or robust to the causes of quality
problems. It is a systematic and efficient approach for determining the optimum
experimental configuration of design parameters for performance, quality, and cost.
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5 Performance Evaluation with the Taguchi Approach
This chapter presents a new methodology for performance evaluation of service-oriented
software systems. By applying the Taguchi approach, this method allows software
engineers to deal with performance issues early in the design stage. The steps to design a
robust software architecture includes determining the quality characteristic to be
optimized, identifying noise factors and control factors, designing and conducting the
matrix experiment, and finally determining the optimum experimental configuration of
design parameters for performance.

5.1 The Problem Domain
As we have been discussed in the first two chapters of the thesis, an enterprise-scale
software system can be assembled from independent, reusable collections of services.
Much o f the software industry’s focus has been mainly on the design of web services and
the ease assembly of web services into enterprise-scale solutions. The following is the
definition o f web services given by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) Web
Services Architecture Working Group:

A web services is a software application identified by a URI, whose interfaces
and binding are capable o f being defined, described and discovered by XML
artifacts and supports direct interactions with other software applications
using XML based messages via Internet-based protocols.

One of the current issues about web services is interoperability, i.e., the flexibility in

formats and transport protocols. Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) over HTTP is
the de facto protocol of the web for XML. In practice, a web service message may use
XML for the transportation of binary data. Its use of SOAP headers in messages bodies is
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not restricted to SOAP encoding either. In addition to HTTP, a web service may also use
SMTP or other means for transportation.
Moreover, flexible environments for web services development are being provided by
vendors. For example, IBM WebSphere Studio Application Developer Integration
Edition is an environment that creates web services with multiple formats and transport
protocols so that the fastest or correct set can be used as required. Meanwhile, two kinds
of services have become available. One is internet services provided by a third party and
the other is intranet services provided in your own company or organization. That also
provides a choice to boost the performance o f service-oriented software system.

The remaining o f this chapter discusses the use of the Taguchi methods which provides
guidance for selecting optimal configuration parameters. The performance of a serviceoriented system can be improved by optimizing the software architecture design
parameters in the software development process especially in the design phase of its life
cycle.

5.2 P-Diagram
The Parameter Diagram, or P-Diagram, has been a useful tool for almost every
development project [31]. It is essentially a schematic diagram that encompasses control
factor, noise factor, signal factor and response variable, The P-Diagram helps defining
the development scope of a project, and enables a team with a forum to identify and
review design specifications, control factors, and noise factors that affect the Ideal
Function of a system. It promotes the creation of an understandable and well-defined
system function in terms of objective measures.
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Figure 5.1: P- Diagram

First we identify the signal (input) and response (output) associated with the design
concept. Since in this chapter, we are considering the performance evaluation of serviceoriented system, the UML diagram of a system is the signal, and the resulting response
time is the response. The response can also be memory management, CPU utilization, etc.

Next consider the parameters/factors that are beyond the control of the designer. Those
factors are called noise factors. Those services are too expensive to get, some technique
will bring lots of risk and uncertainty to the project, very expensive hardware are
examples o f noise factors. Parameters that can be specified by the designer are called
control factors. Those services are cheap to get or already in organization’s repository,
mature techniques have different advantages and disadvantages, hardware with different
options are examples of control factors.

Ideally, the resulting performance should be equal to the non-functional requirement
specified in the specification. Thus the ideal function here is a straight line of slope one in
the signal-response graph. This relationship must hold for all operating conditions.
However, the noise factors cause the relationship to deviate from the ideal.
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The job o f the designer is to select appropriate control factors and their settings so that
the deviation from the ideal is minimized at a low cost. Such a design is called a
minimum sensitivity design or a robust design. It can be achieved by designing the matrix
experiment. First, the appropriate orthogonal arrays for the noise and control parameters
to fit a specific study are selected. Taguchi provides many standard orthogonal arrays and
corresponding linear graphs for this purpose. After selecting the appropriate orthogonal
arrays, a procedure to simulate the variation in the quality characteristic due to the noise
factors needs to be defined. The diversity of noise factors are studied by crossing the
orthogonal array of control factors by an orthogonal array of noise factors.

The next step is to conduct the matrix experiment and record the results. Because LQM is
an analytic model used frequently in performance engineering area and there is a related
tools named LQNS to conduct experiment to predict performance of software system. We
just adopt it as a great vehicle to do experiment in the early stage of software
development. If there is an analytic model better than LQM in the future, we can also use
that to conduct the matrix experiment.

After the experiments have been conducted, the optimal test parameter configuration
within the experiment design must be determined. Equipped with signal-to-noise (S/N)
ratio method, we can figure out the optimal performance candidate from the matrix. The
signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio is a transformation of the repetition data to another value
which is a measure of the variation present. There are several S/N ratios available
depending on the type o f characteristic; lower is better (LB), nominal is best (NB), or
higher is better (HB). Different scenario use different formula. For performance
evaluation of a software system, LB is appropriate. The formula for LB is listed as
follows:

Signal - t o - noise ratio
Z = - 1 0 l o g ( f y 2/n)
Where y is response value and n the number o f noise combinations (size o f noise array)
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Because the real system is always divided into a couple of subsystem and developed by
different teams, we can conduct the experiment on the subsystem for related specification.
After that, we can put pieces together and conduct experiments at high level by using
Taguchi approach.

5.3 Example
Consider a service-oriented system, which have four control factors (services that can be
easily set and maintained) and three noise factors (services that are either uncontrollable
or are too expensive to control). Each control factor can have three options and each
noise factor has two options. How do we use the Taguchi approach to configure
parameters for optimal performance?
1. Locate the right orthogonal array for control factors and noise factors.
Since there are four control factors and each control factor has 3 options, by checking the
orthogonal array list we can find L9 array match our requirement as follow:
A

B

C

D

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

2

2

2

3

1

3

3

3

4

2

1

2

3

5

2

2

3

1

6

2

3

1

2

7

3

1

3

2

8

3

2

1

3

9

3

3

2

1

Because there are three noise factors and each noise factor has two options, by checking
the orthogonal array list we can locate L4 array match our requirements as follows:
a

b

c

1

1

1

1

2

1

2

2
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3

2

1

2

4

2

2

1

2. Design the matrix experiment

A

B

C

D

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

2

2

2

3

1

3

3

3

4

2

1

2

3

5

2

2

3

1

6

2

3

1

2

7

3

1

3

2

8

3

2

1

3

9

3

3

2

1

4

3

2

1

2

2

1

1

a

2

1

2

1

b

1

2

2

1

c

4

3

2

1

2

2

1

1

a

2

1

2

1

b

1

2

2

1

c

3. Conduct experiment to fill the table.

A

B

C

D

1

1

1

1

1

X

X

X

X

2

1

2

2

2

X

X

X

X

3

1

3

3

3

X

X

X

X

4

2

1

2

3

X

X

X

X

5

2

2

3

1

X

X

X

X

6

2

3

1

2

X

X

X

X

7

3

1

3

2

X

X

X

X
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8

3

2

1

3

X

X

X

X

9

3

3

2

1

X

X

X

X

4. Calculate mean value of each row and related S/N ratio.
4

3

2

1

2

2

1

1

a

2

1

2

1

b

1

2

2

1

c
Mean

S/N Ratio

X

11

8

X

X

10

7

X

X

X

9

12

X

X

X

X

9.5

9

1

X

X

X

X

10.5

11

1

2

X

X

X

X

11.5

6

1

3

2

X

X

X

X

12

3

3

2

1

3

X

X

X

X

10.3

8

3

3

2

1

X

X

X

X

10.4

7

A

B

C

D

1

1

1

1

1

X

X

X

2

1

2

2

2

X

X

3

1

3

3

3

X

4

2

1

2

3

5

2

2

3

6

2

3

7

3

8
9

5. For the above table, we can conclude row 3 is a good candidate for optimizing
performance.
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6 Experiment

The aim o f experiments is to verify our hypothesis on the real application. Here we use
Network File System (NFS) implemented in Linux as a vehicle to conduct experiments.
The reasons are as follows:
•

Because the service-oriented architecture is a new style to build application, there are
no typical applications implemented in this way.

•

Although network file system is designed as a client-server application, it does have
lots o f similarity with service-oriented system. Here is the list shown the similarities.

•

o

Stateless

o

Remote Procedure Call (RPC)

o

Deal with message problem in SOA system such as idempotent, commutative

o

Loosely coupled

o

Asynchronous/Synchronous

Performance of NFS has been studied extensively. In other words, there are lots of
data available to analyze.

•

NFS had been analyzed using LQN model and results shown the efficiency of LQM.

•

We use Linux because it’s an open source environment. Besides, it’s very difficult to
get performance information of a system. However, Linux does provide lots of
utilities to help.

In this chapter, we first describe how to apply Taguchi approach to do performance
evaluation of the Linux NFS implementation. Then, we give a description of Taguchi
solver for automating the experiment.
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6.1 Layered Queuing Model of NFS
Network File System is one of the most commercially successful and widely used remote
file systems. It was designed as a client-server application; the client imports file systems
from server machines and make remote procedure calls to perform operations such as
read() and writeQ.

The Layered Queuing Network model of the Linux NFS implementation shown in Figure
6.1 is divided into four parts: the client, the server, the disk on the server, and the network.
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Figure 6.1 Layered Queuing Network o f principle NFS operations
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Lots of factors will impact the performance of Linux NFS implementation, which
includes the size of client cache, the size of server cache, Ethernet service time, the
number o f disk, whether use synchronous writing, whether rpc.nfsd is implemented as a
kernel process, the number of server and so on.

6.2 Apply Taguchi to NFS
In this section, we are going to apply Taguchi approach to Linux NFS implementation.
First of all, we need to decide the signal (input) and response (output) associated with the
Linux NFS implementation. Although there are no UML for Linux NFS implementation
available, there does have a similar one named use case map for Linux NFS
implementation. Use case map is used to describe the system architecture for
performance evaluation by LQN model. There are lots of papers discussing how to
convert UML diagrams into use case map. So here we take use case map as input. As we
mentioned, the performance of NFS has been studied extensively in the past, both
empirically and using performance models, there are several benchmarks used for
performance evaluation. Therefore, the response is the response time of Linux NFS
implementation by adopting typical benchmark.

Next we need to consider noise factors and control factors. There are lots of factors will
impact the performance of Linux NFS implementation. Because NFS is a system been
talked about in decades, all the factors can be thought as control factors. We still can
identify both noise factors and control factors among all the factors based on difficulty
levels of implementations. With this kind of idea in mind, we group noise factors and
control factors as follows:

Control Factors

Noise Factors

A The number of Disk (1/2/4)

a Implementing rpc.nfsd as a kernel process

B Client Cache (1/2/4)

b The number of server (1/2)

C Server Cache (1/2/4)

c Implementing synchronous writing

D Ethernet Service Time (0.9/1.1/1.2)
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Now we can design the matrix experiment based on that information. By checking the
orthogonal array list, we got L9 array for control factors and L4 array for noise factors.
Then we can draw the matrix as follows:

A

B

C

1

1

1

1

0.9

2

1

2

2

1.1

3

1

4

4

1.2

4

2

1

2

1.1

5

2

2

4

0.9

6

2

4

1

1.1

7

4

1

4

1.1

8

4

2

1

1.2

9

4

4

2

0.9

4

3

2

1

N

N

Y

Y

a

2

1

2

1

b

Y

N

N

Y

c

D

With the matrix, we conduct experiments by using LQNS. Here is what we get after
finishing all the experiments.

A

B

C

4

3

2

1

N

N

Y

Y

a

2

1

2

1

b

Y

N

N

Y

c

D

1

1

1

1

0.9

709

720 683

2

1

2

2

1.1

749

760 740 729

3

1

4

4

1.2

790

805

679

760 758
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4

2

1

2

1.1

745

755

742

710

5

2

2

4

0.9

600 615

598

596

6

2

4

1

1.1

795

7

4

1

4

1.1

740 758

730

8

4

2

1

1.2

789 799

756 752

9

4

4

2

0.9

620 640 612 608

820 750 730
725

Then we can calculate mean value of each row and related S/N ratio. The results are as
follows:
4

3

2

1

N

N

Y

Y

a

2

1

2

1

b

Y

N

N

Y

c
Mean

D

S/N Ratio

A

B

C

1

1

1

1

0.9

709 720 683

2

1

2

2

1.1

749 760

740 729 744.5

-132.26

3

1

4

4

1.2

790

805

760 758 778.25

-133.15

4

2

1

2

1.1

745

755

742

-132.08

5

2

2

4

0.9

600 615 598 596 602.25 -128.02

6

2

4

1

1.1

795

7

4

1

4

1.1

740 758

8

4

2

1

1.2

789

799 756

752 774

-133.04

9

4

4

2

0.9

620 640 612

608 620

-128.60

820 750

679 697.75

710 738

-130.96

730 773.75

-133.05

738.25

-132.09

730 725

By investigating the results, we can conclude row 5 is a good candidate for optimizing
performance.
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6.3 The Taguchi Solver
The Taguchi Solver is a new solver using Taguchi method to do performance evaluation.
It includes two parts. One is matrix builder, the other is Taguchi analyzer. The steps to do
performance evaluation of system using Taguchi Solver are as follows:
1. Build the input files containing information of control factors and noise factors
2. Run matrix builder with those input files to construct experiment matrix.
3. Use LQN model to conduct experiment based on the table generated by matrix
builder.
4. Build the input files containing experiment result.
5. Run Taguchi analyzer to get the optimal solution.

Solver Design
The Taguchi solver is written in the object oriented language C++ to speed up software
development, increase the quality of code, reduce maintenance costs and allow changes
to be made easily. Since we have already known Taguchi algorithm very well, here we
just list the input file format and related command according to the steps for using
Taguchi Solver.

1. Build the input files containing information of control factors and noise factors
We need two files. One is control factors, the other is noise factors. They share the
same format. Here is the template for input file:

context

Row Sequence
1
2 ...N

num of factors, max num o f options
symbol of factors, option 1, option 2, ..., option m

Example:
4,3
A, 1,2, 4
B, 1, 2 ,4
C, 1, 2, 4
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D, 0.9,1.1,1.2

2. Run the matrix builder with those input files to construct experiment matrix.

C:\>matrixbuilder fileofcontrolfactors fileofnoisefactors

3. Use LQN model to conduct experiments based on the table generated by matrix
builder. After recording those results, we need to build input file containing result
data. The format of the input file as follows:

Experiment result of test cases

Row Sequence
1..N

data, data...

4. Run Taguchi analyzer to get the optimal solution.

C:\>Taguchianalyzer fileofresult

Solution ID: 5
Mean Value: 602
S/R Ratio: -128.02
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7 Conclusion and Future Work
This dissertation has described a statistical approach that enables the seeking of an
architecture which is insensitive to cause quality problems in the design stages. This
research stemmed from the need for performance evaluation of service-oriented software
system. The statistical tool, called Taguchi, allows a designer to choose the right service,
design pattern and architecture in an efficient and systematic way.

7.1 Contribution of this Research
There are a number of contributions from this research. Foremost among these is the
general solution provided by adopting Taguchi approach to performance evaluation
problem in service-oriented software systems. In other words, although in this paper we
have chosen LQNS as a vehicle to do experiments, the methodology can also take full
advantage of other analytic models if it’s necessary.

Through this extensibility research, I have enabled the performance evaluation of a
service-oriented system in the design stage. This extends a challenge to the performance
software engineering to deal with homogeneous and heterogeneous services within a
system.

7.2 Direction of Future Work
There are several areas of future research and prototype development:

•

Evolving the Taguchi Method

The Taguchi Method incorporates many of the advantages of different statistical methods.
However, the specification of a software system has not been used to develop the
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experiment matrix in the method. New features will be undoubtedly added to the Taguchi
Method in the future to make this method more efficient and systematic.

•

Supporting interaction problems among performance issues.

This methodology provided can only be used in one performance issue such as memory
management, caching, etc, from performance aspect. However, the real system always
need to deal with a matrix of performance issues, we need to extend our scope to include
the interaction problems o f those performance issues in the future.

•

Supporting Integrated Environments.

The paper has proposed how to use Taguchi method in performance evaluation of
service-oriented software system. It would be challenging and valuable work to explore
integrated environments that support performance evaluation between different analytic
models, and furthermore, we can automate those steps_to make it easy for end users.
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